GIRLISH WRAPS FOR EARLY SOCIAL FUNCTIONS ARE DELIGHTFULLY CHIC

GIRLISH WRAPS FOR EARLY SOCIAL FUNCTIONS ARE DELIGHTFULLY CHIC

Trading Masks For Young Women Is Admirably Simple and Smart Is Accompanied by Little Hat of Mines Straw—Pleat Blue Bonnet Appears.

LATEST IN VEILS JUST MISS WEAVER'S LIPS

Raising for Five O’Clock Tea Is Avoided, New Cape Affair is Short and Simple Yet Out From Hat.

Children Should Be Trained Early in Neatness

Teaching the Habit Early Is More Than a Duty, New Cape Affair is Short and Simple Yet Out From Hat.

MOTHER AND DAUGHTER TO BE ATTIRE MUCH ALIKE THIS SEASON

Many Debutante Frock of Mauve and Taffeta Combination Are Increasing in Popularity—Young Girls Are Wearing Gray Taffa and Flowered Silk for Evening.

METROPOLITAN GRAND OPERA SEASON CLOSES; COMPANY GOES TO BOSTON


WE PREDICT

That in Due Time Nearly Every Woman Who Wears Pants Will Wear a "Self-Help" Wonderbelt.

Nemo News

"Health, Comfort and Beauty..."

Men... Women...

Let's get these facts well into our heads...

1. The Nemo Wonderbelt Is a Great Style Corset.

2. It Is a Special Style Corset Because of Its Wonderful and Exclusive Hygienic Features.

In other words, its manchette style is based on its hygienic properties.